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MIGUEL CARBALLEDA | President
Dear friend,
I write these lines driven by the need to inform the citizens
of the situation that the ONCE Social Group has experienced
in 2020, the year marked by the coronavirus pandemic. The
reality and magnitude of what we have overcome in 2020
will remain in our hearts and in our memories for the rest of
our lives. Just as those who left us because of the pandemic
will also remain with us, or those who, due to the effects of
Covid 19, have been severely affected in any area, including
many people for whom this reality has led to disability. Know
that you are not alone and that the men and women of the
ONCE Social Group are and will always be by your side, as
we have demonstrated in these past months.
Just like we have always done at ONCE, the ONCE
Foundation and ILUNION, we have been relentless in our efforts to reach every possible corner in order to
do our bit to ensure that society as a whole can overcome this reality, without leaving behind the people
enduring the greatest difficulties, many of them with disabilities. This is why I am compelled to express my
pride as president of the ONCE Social Group for belonging to this great family, one that is capable of
doing what real families do, increasing our closeness, protecting and helping each other, collaborating,
sharing, demonstrating our ability to step up.

Perhaps in these difficult times the economic data lose importance, but the truth is that we were able
to carry out all this work through sustainability and the self-discipline of keeping an unrivalled social
and economic group going: we are the world’s largest employer of people with disabilities and the
fourth overall employer in Spain of people with and without disabilities.
Like the other organisations and businesses, we were forced to use a public tool that has proved to
be essential this year 2020, namely the ERTE, the temporary employment regulation mechanism, but
one which we tried to limit as far as possible, applying it with the sole objective of overcoming the
situation and recovering our activity as quickly as possible. And we have done this both at ONCE
and at the Fundación ONCE and its Ilunion companies.
In a year when the standstill in employment was the second most serious pandemic in the world, the
ONCE Social Group managed to close December while retaining 70,000 workers (69,973 to be
exact), namely one in every 279 people employed in Spain. Of this workforce, 40,482 people have
some form of disability (57.9%) and 42.6% are women, thereby fulfilling the longed-for principle of
gender equality and parity.

We have demonstrated our level of resistance and resilience through the slogan of #LaIlusiónPuedeConTodo
(#EnthusiasmOvercomesEverything), which became during 2020 a veritable battle cry, a call to battle, to fight
for the future of a Group that is about to reach 83 years of age and which, thanks to its sound ethical pillars and
responsible management, has been able to deal with the reality with assurance for the future of the Institution
and those of us who make it up, as well as to once again extend our solidarity to those who need us.

We also focused the financial year on continuing to instil confidence and security in our workforce,
converting 3,433 contracts into permanent ones within the ONCE Social Group, of which 857 are
sellers of the Organisation’s lottery products and 2,576 belong to ILUNION. A demonstration that,
for us, jobs, and above all quality jobs, are an objective in itself, a need to continue generating life
opportunities, especially for people with disabilities.

We cannot say that it has been easy, but we are especially reassured by our social actions, by the
affection we have shown the Spanish citizens, the blind, people with disabilities and everyone to
whom we have reached out during these months, especially during the harsh days of lockdown.

The almost complete cessation of our commercial sale of lottery products for almost three months,
and the population’s slow return to the streets of our cities, plus the subsequent realities of partial
closures and lockdowns, caused our sales to close the year at 1.615 billion euros, well below the
forecast for the year of more than 2.2 billion. The same was true of ILUNION, with several business
lines affected, which brought its revenue to a turnover of 819.3 million euros.

As you know, for the first time in our history we had to leave the streets and cities and abandon our
points of sale, as has happened in many other places. Our “enthusiasm sentinels” stopped
distributing coupons and other responsible lotteries on the streets. The ONCE coupon, an active
part of the Spanish brand, ceased to be raffled off for the first time in 82 years, ever since that distant
1939 when the first numbers of our game of chance started to circulate.
So we focused on what we do best and on what we obviously had to do: provide cover for those who
needed it; stand shoulder to shoulder with the citizens to help them overcome this reality. And we
demonstrated our capability: we gave global coverage to 71,009 blind people affiliated with the
ONCE and, most especially, in those difficult days we succeeded in reaching out to more than 14,000
blind people over 65 who live alone, an endeavour in which we made almost 300,000 phone calls; we
threw ourselves into helping the deafblind and also the rest of disabled people through the ONCE
Foundation and thanks also to our volunteers; we assigned ILUNION facilities and hotels, which
were soon transformed into residences for doctors and other healthcare personnel and places for
the care and recovery of those most affected; the ILUNION industrial laundries, 90% of whose
workers arepersons with disabilities, increased their pace, washing all the pandemic linens and
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ensuring that hospitals, residences, centres for the elderly and others would never be short of clean
linen; we made and donated face masks and material to healthcare workers; we cared for many
elderly people in residences, where we gave the best of ourselves – not always well understood.
Ultimately we focused on caring, on protecting those who might be struggling with a more difficult
reality, as we have always done. And on ensuring the continuity of our Organisation and its workers.
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However, we kept up our social efforts and succeeded in allocating €228.3 million to social investment
aimed at people who are blind or have other disabilities, between the ONCE part and the part of
Fundación ONCE. At ONCE we continued to perform one of our most important tasks, the one that
gives most meaning to our existence: we welcomed with open arms, with a tailored service provided
in what was possibly the toughest time in their life, 2,139 people who lost their sight in 2020 and who
wish to continue demonstrating their aptness; in a difficult year we succeeded in having 7,400 blind
boys and girls pass their courses in classrooms where they were just like the others, through the
wide-ranging deployment of our social, educational or cultural services; through a new working
model we home delivered a total of 110 new guide dogs; the ONCE Fundación approved 2,010
training, accessibility and employment projects for people with disabilities, a constant stream of
solidarity managed by many small organisations throughout the territory; and at ILUNION we
invested 46.6 million euros this year in continuing our growth, with an investment horizon of 150
million by 2023.

LETTERS
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I am ending these lines by mentioning another aspect of 2020 that has more to do with our philosophy
of life: to continue working together, always looking to the future, so that we can earn our living with
our heads held high. We started the pandemic to the cry of #LaIlusiónPuedeConTodo (Enthusiasm
Overcomes Everything); we returned to the streets with a great campaign of thanks to the citizens, who
received our vendors back with uncommon affection, the best sign that we are recovering the normality
of being able to share a few seconds of conversation and gossip with the sentinels of our enthusiasm;
we staged the most massively attended Saint Lucia day in our history, online, reaching out to all our
elders and involving them in a great event to remember and to celebrate; and we closed the year by
adding a touch of colour to our logo, how interesting, colour in the world of the blind.
Yellow, blue, red, green and white are the colours that are now raised to our isotype, to our beloved
“Oncelio”, to take a step further in the definitive consolidation of the image of a full-colour brand,
which aims to endure as a social and economic badge inside and outside our country. Another step
towards the future, a step of innovation, which aims to encompass everyone who is represented by
these colours: ONCE’s historic yellow and green; the red of the ONCE Fundación; the blue of
ILUNION; and the white of our walking cane, a global symbol of mobility.
It is, in short, the way to symbolize and express a set of values that aspires to the trust of the citizenry,
to rootedness, to relevance, familiarity and social leadership. They show a way of going through life
with the greatest possible enthusiasm and unity, effort and constancy, a tangible expression of who
we are and what we do for ourselves and for everyone, as an active part of the citizenry, as another
member of society. It is in those places where you will always find us, now with a lot of colour.

ALEJANDRO OÑORO | CEO
2020 will remain in our collective memory as the year of
the COVID-19 pandemic. This is how it was for ILUNION
too; however, we can declare that it has taught us a lot
about who we are and what we are capable of.
The people who make up ILUNION have taught a lesson in
professionalism and fortitude that I consider to be an example
and a source of pride. Many of our businesses have remained
active at all times, providing essential services undertaken, in
many cases, by people with disabilities. The commitment of
our human team is an asset that we knew about but now
understand and value in its full dimension. As a company we
sought to meet expectations by supporting all of our teams,
especially those in the most vulnerable situations, and by
getting back to business as soon as possible.
In operational and business terms, we gained new clients and found opportunities for improvement
in efficiency, talent optimisation and investment that reaffirm our commitment to excellence and
focus on people as the key element in our business model. In this line, four of the Group’s companies
obtained EFQM +500 certification in 2020: ILUNION Lavanderías, ILUNION Hotels, ILUNION
Reciclados and the parent company, Grupo ILUNION, S.L.
All this hastens even more forcefully a path we had been following and are now accelerating with the
new Strategic Plan 2020-2023. A plan that will lead us to significantly improve our results, among
other achievements, thanks to a planned investment of 150 million euros that will help ILUNION
become a more modern, innovative, sustainable, efficient, customer-oriented group, with people at
the heart of all our efforts. We do not forego our objective of being the best place to work in, that
being part of ILUNION and the ONCE Social Group will contribute to the happiness of all of us who
are fortunate enough to share in this great project.
A qualitative leap that amounts to a change in corporate culture where sustainability becomes
strategic for the Group. People, Transformation, Excellence and now also Sustainability are the four
pillars of the business model we are building.
This means continuing our commitment to people with disabilities as part of a commitment to
diversity in the broadest sense, reaching out to collectives with more inclusion-related difficulties,
developing ambitious plans for environmental protection and climate strategy, moving towards
better corporate governance and continuing to promote projects that combine financial profitability
with social impact.
The agreements signed by ILUNION with Repsol, Enagás and Grupo Mondragón emphasise this
vision. Through the circular economy and sustainable mobility, the projects emerging from these
collaborations are the expression of the prosperity to come, one based on an inclusive and sustainable
economy. ILUNION is already on that path and thanks to our human team it is clear that we will see
our most ambitious goals realised.
We are building a great project and we have everything to succeed in all the challenges we set
ourselves. Together we will make it possible.
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A PROJECT FOR THE
PRESENT AND THE FUTURE

ILUNION IS ORGANISED INTO SIX DIVISIONS
SERVICES
FACILITY SERVICES
CONTACT CENTER BPO
IT SERVICES
AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
MANAGEMENT
OF SPORTS SPACES

ILUNION is excellence, inclusion and
sustainability. An enterprise aiming to
undertake projects that add profitability,
innovation and diversity.
A vision born of engagement with
people, leading to the ambition to
create new paths for shared prosperity.

RECYCLING4ALL

SOCIAL
HEALTHCARE
SOCIAL HEALTHCARE

This commitment was consolidated
during the health, economic and social
crisis generated by COVID-19, which
has highlighted the urgency of an
inclusive economy led by enterprises
that, like ILUNION, are committed to
the future.

HOTEL AND
HOSPITALITY
SERVICES

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

PHYSIOTHERAPY AND HEALTH

HOTELS

MARKETING

CONSULTANCY

RETAIL
AND MARKETING

HUMAN CAPITAL

INSURANCE BROKERAGE

TECHNOLOGY
AND ACCESSIBILITY

AZUAGA IBERIAN
PORK PRODUCTS



LAUNDRY SERVICES

KEY FIGURES

TURNOVER
VOLUME

TOTAL
WORKFORCE

PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES

WORKCENTRES

SPECIAL
EMPLOYMENT
CENTRES

€978.8M

37,907

40.5%

492

262

€819.3M

35,690

40.4%

487

255

BUSINESS MODEL | Economic and social value
ILUNION is a unique organisation in the
Spanish business landscape. It is the brand of
the companies within the ONCE Social Group,
comprised of ONCE, the ONCE Foundation
and ILUNION and, as such, promotes a
business model based on excellence and on
the creation of quality jobs, committed to
managing diversity and the inclusion of
especially vulnerable groups.
A value creation proposal implemented
through more than 50 business lines, grouped
into 6 divisions, with almost 500 workcentres
across Spain, one that is also growing in Latin
America and Portugal.
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This not only makes ILUNION a key employer
in the Spanish economy; it also positions it as
an integral, flexible and versatile provider.
ILUNION’s clients find an answer to a good
number of their needs with a high level of
satisfaction, which has turned many of the
Group’s companies into a benchmark within
their sector.
All this against the background of a project
with social impact that facilitates the creation
of alliances with strategic partners and clients
sensitive to the importance of developing an
inclusive economy.

2019



2020

INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE
SPAIN
PORTUGAL
ANDORRA

COLOMBIA
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STRUCTURE | Six divisions for a comprehensive offering*
EMPLOYEES

WORK
CENTRES

SERVICES
SALES

EBITDA

€536.72M
SECURITY
GUARDS

CLEANING SERVICE
PROVIDED AT WC

9,078

106 PWDs

INVESTMENT

€3.45M

€5.01M

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
PROVIDED AT WC

5,887

33%
PWD

27,718

84

SECs*

STUDENTS TRAINED IN
MANAGED
FIREFIGHTING AND DRIVING CONTACTS

493

4,535

247
*SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT
CENTRES

IT
INTERVENTIONS

29,728,202

22,383

EMPLOYEES

WORK
CENTRES

MARKETING
SALES

35.65 €M

EBITDA

-5.52 €M

IMPACTS
IN THE MEDIA

PRINTED/DIGITAL
CONTENTS

52,200

4,200

INVESTMENT

0.82 €M
CONVENIENCE
STORES

77%
PWD

98

105

SECs* *SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT
CENTRES

MERCHANDISING
PRODUCTS

88

542
CHRISTMAS
HAMPERS

990,000

INSURANCE
POLICIES

151,000

17,808

WC WORKCENTRE

HOTEL AND
HOSPITALITY SERVICES
SALES

EBITDA

157.05 €M

INVESTMENT

-25.28 €M

INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY
PLANTS

19.89 €M

EMPLOYEES

72%
PWD

PROCESSED
LINENS

45

5,498

WORK
CENTRES

46

SECs*

HOTELS

148,395.28 Tn

ROOMS

27

62,7543

EMPLOYEES

EBITDA

42.07 €M
CARE
HOMES

3.34 €M
DAY
CENTRES

7

11

30%

INVESTMENT

0.56 €M
USERS OF
CENTRES

1,182

PWD

HOME TELEASSISTANCE
USERS

48,433

1,188

18

SECs*

40
*SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT
CENTRES

WHEELCHAIRS
SOLD

PHYSIOTHERAPY
TREATMENTS

1,063

22,630

WORK
CENTRES

CONSULTANCY
SALES

10.96 €M
ACCESSIBILITY
PROJECTS

167

EBITDA

-0.03 €M

INVESTMENT

0.03 €M

33%
PWD

253

1

CENTRES

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS

2,455

145 PWDs

WORK
CENTRES

CIRCULAR ECONOMY
SALES

12.43 €M
TN OF WEEE
PROCESSED

15,688

10

SECs* *SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYEES

WORK
CENTRES

SOCIAL HEALTHCARE
SALES

72
*SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT
CENTRES

EMPLOYEES

EBITDA

2.72 €M
TN OF WEEE
TRANSPORTED

60,257

INVESTMENT

1.46 €M

61%
PWD

166

2

4

PECIAL EMPLOYMENT
SECs* *SCENTRES

% OF WASTE
RECOVERY

90%

* The sum of the workforce, sales, number of workcentres and SEC data for each of the Divisions does not match the total Group data. This is because the overall
data includes corporate service centres as well as other companies that are not part of any of the aforementioned Divisions. In addition, consolidation adjustments
should be considered
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RESULTS | 2020 in figures

WORKFORCE

IFS

IL

ISI

IH

GO

1,266
IA

693

376

924

1,043
IS

441

1,022

768

ICCB

220

16,784

26,614

32,399

GROSS
INVESTMENT

342

2,389
1,367

84,198

OPERATING
RESULT

-53.98 M€
32,813

38,269

69,245

124,239

-22.25 M€

2,055

3,624

EBITDA

PWD WORKFORCE

TOTAL WORKFORCE

4,411

2019

394,712

-16.3%

4,820

819.27 M€

4,730

19,620

SALES

RST

36.49 M€
IFS

IL

ICCB

ISI

IH

IS

GO

IA

RST
IFS
ILUNION FACILITY SERVICES
IL
ILUNION LAVANDERÍAS INDUSTRIALES
ICCB ILUNION CONTACT CENTER BPO

PEOPLE
EMPLOYED

AT THE END OF THE
FINANCIAL YEAR

35,690
PWD

WORKFORCE
AVERAGE

ISI ILUNION SERVICIOS INDUSTRIALES
IH ILUNION HOTELS
IS ILUNION SOCIOSANITARIO

DISABILITY

(TEMP. WORKFORCE
ADJUSTMENT PLAN)

13.7%
11.1%
9.5%
7.1%

40.4%

GENDER
8.1% <30 YEARS

50.7%

33.3% 30-44 YEARS
58.6% >45 YEARS
11
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CONTRACTS

58.7% PHYSICAL

29,254.54

AGE

GO ILUNION RETAIL
IA
ILUNION AUTOMOCIÓN
RST REST

49.3%

66.8% OPEN-ENDED

PSYCHOSOCIAL
HEARING
INTELLECTUAL
VISUAL

33.2% TEMPORARY

0.7%

0.2%

MANAGERS

MIDDLE
MANAGERS

99.1%

REST OF
CATEGORIES

63.1%

59.3%

50.6%

36.9%

40.7%

49.4%
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THE YEAR’S MILESTONES

 First place in
Merco Corporate
Responsibility and
Governance for the
ONCE Social Group
(GSO).

FEBRUARY

 ILUNION obtains
BBB financial
rating.

 ILUNION
approves the
implementation of
a Tax Compliance
system.

MARCH

 Grupo ILUNION,
S.L., ILUNION
Lavanderías,
ILUNION Hotels
and ILUNION
Reciclados receive
the European Seal
of Excellence
EFQM +500

MAY

 ILUNION
Lavanderías is
the first company
in its sector to be
awarded AENOR
Certification
against COVID-19.

JUNE

STRATEGY | People, Transformation,
Excellence and Sustainability
ILUNION has implemented a new Strategic
Plan 2020-2023 that takes into account the
high uncertainty regarding the evolution of the
social healthcare and economic situation
caused by the pandemic. This strategic plan
defines a work horizon to continue meeting its
main objectives: to grow and increase
profitability and to create quality employment
for people with disabilities. The 20/23 strategy
is summarised in these concepts: People,
Transformation, Excellence and Sustainability.
ILUNION is a People for People project that
understands Transformation as a permanent
process of evolution and adaptation aimed at
responding to megatrends and rapid market
dynamics, always creating value for stakeholders.
Excellence is the maxim of this vision, which
encompasses innovation and best practices in
governance and management as the way to
always go further.
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Sustainability is added to the strategy’s pillars
by adding commitment to sustainable
development.
Economic,
social
and
environmental sustainability is the best
response to future challenges and ILUNION
incorporates it into its strategic approach.
Customer experience, innovation and
digitisation are the cross-cutting working lines
to develop a Strategic Plan that envisions
investing 150 million euros and achieving
sales growth that will exceed the 1 billion
euro barrier by 2023. In 2020, 46.6 million
euros were invested.
In addition, ILUNION has set up an European
Funds Committee that will lead the submission
of projects to the calls of the National Recovery,
Transformation and Resilience Plan funded by
the European Union due to be implemented
by Central Government, the Autonomous
Communities and Local Authorities.

 ILUNION Hotels
is the first company
in its sector to
obtain AENOR
Certification against
COVID-19.

JULY



 ILUNION translates
the strategy into
the organisational
structure and the
management team.

 ILUNION launches
Revoluciona, an initiative
to implement the
project management
methodology and further
drive the Group’s
transformation.

NOVEMBER

 Repsol Iniciativa Social, S.L. acquires
25% of Recycling4all as part of the
agreement between ILUNION and
Fundación Repsol.

 ILUNION Hotels adds a new hotel

in San Sebastián to the chain, which
will begin operations in April 2021.

 ILUNION has raised €41,576 as part

of its “Gracias a Tí” (Thanks to You)
initiative, which will donate to the
Duchenne Parent Project, the Fundación
Grandes Amigos en Acción and the
Fundación ONCE para la Atención de
Personas con Sordoceguera (FOAPS),
benefiting the deafblind.

DECEMBER

NOTABLE PROJECTS IN 2020

# PEOPLE

APPRECIATION
In February 2021, the 6th ILUNION
Management Sessions were held to share
best practices in each area and new projects
by the Group of companies. A virtual
meeting was held for almost 100 people at
which the traditional internal distinctions to
companies
and
professionals
were
presented. The Special Jury Prize went to
each and every one of the 35,690 people
who build ILUNION every day and who, with
their “incredible effort and professionalism,
have brought out the best of themselves to
face the difficult situations they have been
experiencing for a year”.

improve communication with employees,
and gain greater agility in the reporting
model and in decision-taking.
# TRANSFORMATION

REVOLUCIONA PROJECT
An initiative aimed at taking the same
approach to all key ILUNION projects:
collaborative
work
by
projects,
multidisciplinary work teams and agile
management methodology. This new
management methodology is already
implemented in Lavanderías, Hotels, Contact
Center BPO and Facility Services. 50 projects
have been identified in a first phase.
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE UNIT

PEOPLE PROJECT
The SAP SuccessFactors implementation
project was launched, which will make it
possible to boost the efficiency of the
personnel area processes in all companies,

Creation of a new team devoted to building
a unique service and care experience for
ILUNION customers. Digitisation applied to
customers and the development of a
customer culture are their first working lines.

A PROJECT FOR THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE
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INTERNAL CUSTOMER
ILUNION carries out actions aimed at
measuring internal customer satisfaction. Its
aim is to ascertain and assess the degree of
satisfaction of the Group’s companies with
the service provided by the different
corporate departments and areas in order to
detect opportunities for improvement. The
average obtained was 7.4 out of 10, a result
higher than that obtained in 2019 (7.1).
# EXCELLENCE

EFQM +500 CERTIFICATION
Grupo ILUNION S.L., ILUNION Lavanderías,
ILUNION Hotels and ILUNION Reciclados
obtained in 2020 the EFQM +500 European
Seal of Excellence from the Management
Excellence Club. ILUNION Contact Center
BPO, for its part, obtained it with a score of
+400 in early 2021.
# SUSTAINABILITY

ILUNION has a specific strategy for
sustainability management in the Group
that implements its commitment to the

11
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Inclusive
Economy
and
sustainable
development, and to global initiatives such
as the United Nations 2030 Agenda.
The 2018-2021 CSR Master Plan remained in
place in 2020 and will be updated in light of
the Group’s new overall strategy in the second
half of 2021. In any event, the ILUNION
Strategic Plan 20-23 already establishes three
clear mandates to advance sustainability:
 To continue to be a benchmark company,
both in the MERCO Corporate
Responsibility and Governance ranking
and in the main Spanish sustainability
platforms and initiatives. ILUNION is an
active member of the Global Compact,
Forética,
Fundación
SERES
and
Management Excellence Club.
 To implement new management and
digitalisation tools to address ESG
challenges.
 To develop a new materiality that serves
as a frame of reference for the new
Sustainability Master Plan.
 ILUNION is an active member of the main
platforms driving CSR in our country:
Global Compact, Forética, Fundación
SERES and Management Excellence Club.

ADVANCES 2020
CSR GOVERNANCE
Working Group on the Environment
Creation of the Environmental Working
Group of the ONCE Social Group (GSO),
reporting to the Subcommittee on Corporate
Social Responsibility of the ONCE General
Council to promote the aggregate
measurement and communication of GSO’s
environmental impact.
HUMAN RIGHTS
Human rights protection model
Identification of potential impact areas on
human rights of the Group's businesses,
definition of a due diligence model and
approval of an ILUNION Human Rights Policy.
Human Rights Action Plan
Definition of a working plan on Human Rights
and prioritisation of actions through a survey
of Sustainability Committee members.
Risk analysis in the supply chain
Study of the risk of human rights violations
and launch of an action plan at ILUNION
Lavanderías among suppliers with a contract
volume of over €100,000 and participating
in tenders.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT
Environment and Climate Change Policy
Approval of ILUNION’s Environment and
Climate Change Policy, which sets out the
commitments, management principles and
governance model for environmental
management at ILUNION.
Inventory of facilities
Drawing up a joint facilities inventory for the
ONCE Social Group (GSO) that includes
information on energy and water.
Carbon footprint
Creating a carbon footprint calculation tool
for scope 1, 2 and 3 and calculating this
indicator for the first time for the entire
business group.
REPORTING
Materiality
Due to the profound impact caused by
COVID-19, the materiality analysis carried
out in 2019 was updated in order to
appropriately report on the organisation’s
material aspects and management priorities
in 2020.

A PROJECT FOR THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE
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 ILUNION Lavanderías and ILUNION
Hotels are the first companies in their
sectors to obtain AENOR Certification
against COVID-19.

 Labour inclusion of 65 women
experiencing gender-based violence.

 ILUNION Hotels assigns during
lockdown 3 hotels to medicalise
them and a further 3 for the use
of healthcare workers involved
in the care of COVID-19 patients.

 Handled 18 complaints lodged
with anti-harassment committees.

 Support for 32 female workers suffering
gender-based violence.

 40.4% of the team at ILUNION in 2020
were people with disabilities.
 Approval of the ILUNION Human
Rights Policy.
 Study of the risk of human rights
violations at ILUNION Lavanderías and
implementation of an action plan among
suppliers with a contracting volume of
over €100,000.

 Jobplacement for 6 people
of Roma ethnicity.
 Sponsorship of the wheelchair
basketball team Club Deportivo Básico
por la Normalización (CLUDENOR).

� ILUNION increases its
presence in the Circular
Economy with Recycling4all.

SDGS
Alignment and
Contribution

� ILUNION joins forces
with Enagás to create
Llewo, a sustainable
logistics operator.
 ILUNION Lavanderias starts a pilot plant
to reduce water consumption by 70%
and GHG emissions by 20%.

 ILUNION Hotels publishes the “Basic
guidelines for the care of customers with
disabilities in the hotel environment”
together with CEHAT (Spanish
Confederation of Hotels and Tourist
Accommodation) and the Technological
Hotel Institute (ITH).

 Reduction in plastics consumption
in ILUNION Lavanderias (211 Tn)
and ILUNION Servicios Industriales
Aragón, S.L. (10.5 Tn).
 81.3% of the companies within ILUNION
have UNE-EN ISO 14001:2015 certification.

� Approval of the ILUNION
Environment and Climate
Change Policy.
� ILUNION’S carbon footprint
in 2020 was 68,906.1 Tn
of CO2 eq. (scope 1 and 2),
33.9% less than in 2019.
�	
Reduced energy consumption
by 27.7% compared to 2019.
� 4.3% of energy consumed is derived from
renewable sources.
� ILUNION Lavanderías sets a GHG reduction
target for 2021 of 10% over 2018.
� 100% of the electricity consumed by ILUNION
Hotels and in the buildings of Torre ILUNION
and Mízar is renewable in origin.
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� Sustainability becomes
the fourth strategic pillar
in the new ILUNION
Strategic Plan for the
2020-2023 period.
� Updating the Group’s
materiality to introduce the
impact of COVID 19 and
properly report on the organisation’s material
aspects and management priorities in 2020.
 Publication of the second Non-Financial
Reporting and Diversity Statement
for ILUNION in compliance with Act 11/2018
on disclosure of non-financial information.

 ILUNION is an active member of the
leading platforms driving CSR in our
country: Global Compact, Forética,
Fundación SERES and Management
Excellence Club.

A PROJECT FOR THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE
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A RESPONSIBLE
PROJECT



BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ILUNION’s highest governing body. In 2020, it was made up of
12 members, six representing ONCE and six representing the
ONCE Foundation. Of the latter, five are representatives
associated with the disability sector. 83.3% of members are
people with disabilities and 33.3% are women.

Mr José Luis
Pinto
Barroso

Ms
Patricia
Sanz
Cameo

Mr Ángel
Ricardo
Sánchez
Cánovas

Ms
Virginia
Carcedo
Illera

66.7%

83.3%

33.3%

Mr Anxo
Anton
Queiruga
Vila
Mr Alberto
Durán
López

Mr Miguel
Carballeda
Piñeiro
Mr Alejandro
Oñoro
Medrano


The governing bodies of ILUNION and
its responsible governance model are
the cornerstones of the Group's values,
commitments and strategic vision.
These pillars are underpinned by a
business activity that responds flexibly
and resiliently to the challenges of the
environment, without losing the
references for a human-centred model
of economic value creation.

PWD

Ms
Concepción
Díaz
Robledo

Mr Mario
Puerto
Gurrea

Mr José Luis
Aedo
Cuevas

Ms Manuela
Antonia
Muro
Ramos

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

A collegiate body devoted to leadership, management and
analysis for decision-taking. Led by the CEO, it is made up of
representatives from ten directorates and one department
within the company. Ten committees report to him:

50%
PWD

66.7%

50%

 Remuneration

 Investments

 Sustainability

 Auditing

 International Development

 Technological strategy

 Financial investments
and funding

 Economic strategy

 Risks

 Projects

The Projects Committee was established in 2020 as the body responsible for the study, analysis
and, where applicable, approval of any project involving the outsourcing of a service by the Group
or its companies.

EconomicFinancial C.D.

GOVERNING BODIES
Board of Directors, Management Committee and its dependent committees lead ILUNION’s
governance to achieve its aims of excellence and defence of the interests of ILUNION’s
shareholders, ONCE and the ONCE Foundation.
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C.D. for
People and
Organisation

C.D. for
Customer
Experience,
Digitalisation
and Branding

C.D. for
Strategy and
Innovation

Legal
Counsel D.

Chief Execuive
Officer

Marketing
Division Mgmt.
People
Management
and Talent
Development D.

Finance D.

Purchasing,
Assets and
General
Services D.

Transformation
Internal
and
Business
Excellence D. Development
Dpt.

A RESPONSIBLE PROJECT
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PRESIDENT

Miguel Carballeda
1ST VICE PRESIDENT

2ND VICE PRESIDENT

Alberto Durán

José Luis Pinto

In 2020, the management team was restructured to implement and give visibility to the new
ILUNION strategy. Same team with new and greater responsibilities, changes in the denominations
of various directorates and direct reporting to the Managing Director of the Transformation and
Excellence Department.

CEO

Alejandro Oñoro

C.D. FOR
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE,
DIGITALISATION
AND BRANDING

Óscar Da Pena

Institutional
Relations and
Sustainability
Fernando
Riaño

Legal
Counsel D.
José Luis
Barceló

Internal
Business
Development
Dpt.
Francisca
Garcia

ECONOMICFINANCIAL
C.D.

Joaquín Ingelmo

C.D. FOR
STRATEGY AND
INNOVATION

Alejandro
Fernández

Finance D.
Virginia
Palmero

ILUNION has drawn up several documents
intended for guiding the ethical behaviour of
the people who are part of the Group. These
include the Ethical Code of Conduct for
Directors, Executives, Middle Managers and
Non-Managerial Heads.

People
Management
and Talent
Development D.
Esther Díaz

2019

This diversity corresponds to the profile of the
recipients’ responsibilities within the business
project and is shared, in most cases, with the
whole ONCE Social Group (GSO).
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The ethics channel is managed by the Ethics
Working Group under the Transparency and
Ethics Observatory of the ONCE Social Group.
In 2020, one report and two complaints were
received from ILUNION employees.

HOTEL AND HOSPITALITY
Alejandro Oñoro

Purchasing,
Assets and
General
Services D.
Nerea
Bidaurrázaga

SOCIAL HEALTHCARE
Paola del Río

Transformation
and
Excellence D.
Virginia Nuñez

CONSULTANCY
Óscar Da Pena

Marketing
Division

MARKETING
Antonio Barea

Antonio Barea

 Ethical Code of Conduct for Directors, Executives, Middle Managers
and Non-Managerial Heads
 Ethical Conduct Guidelines Manual for Directors and Officers
 Ethical Conduct Guidelines Manual for Middle Managers and
other Non-Managerial Heads

2016


As a key tool in monitoring the company’s
ethical functioning, ILUNION has an Ethics
Channel to which all Group employees can
send queries, proposals and complaints
through an email inbox provided for this
purpose.

SERVICES
Alejandro Fernández

Paola del Río

The ILUNION governance model includes a series of tools aimed at ensuring responsible
business and professional practice. Taking a precautionary approach to risks and keeping a
watchful eye on ethical behaviour and regulatory compliance, the Group strengthens its
shared value creation model.

ETHICAL CODE OF CONDUCT

DIVISIONS

C.D. FOR
PEOPLE AND
ORGANISATION

ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE



ORGANISATIONAL CHART

 Employee Conduct Guide

HUMAN RIGHTS

In February 2021 ILUNION approved a specific
Human Rights policy to shape and guide the
commitment to fundamental rights already set
out in a general sense in its Ethical Code of
Conduct and Sustainability Policy.

Work also continued during 2020 on the

On one hand, the protection of human rights
through management and subsequent due
diligence in this area is based on the Group's
crime prevention model, which also
guarantees compliance with the provisions of
the fundamental conventions of the
International Labour Organisation.

areas of potential impact on Human Rights,

‘Human Rights’ project of the 2018-2021
Corporate Social Responsibility Master Plan
which,

in

addition

to

approving

the

aforementioned policy, served to identify
develop a due diligence model, draw up an
action plan and initiate a risk analysis in the
Group’s supply chain with ILUNION Lavanderías
suppliers having a contracting volume of more
than €100,000.

A RESPONSIBLE PROJECT
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The ILUNION Compliance Management
System, aligned with standard UNE 19601,
was created in 2018 with the aim of preventing
crime and reducing criminal risk in the
organisations that make up the Group,
fostering an ethical and compliance culture.
The Compliance Policy and the management
system document for Criminal Compliance
developed a crime prevention model for
this purpose.
For its part, the Criminal Prevention Body
implemented the system’s measures and its





COMBATING CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY
actions. In 2020, we can highlight the approval
of the Internal and External Due Diligence
Procedures as well as the Whistleblowing
Channel Management Procedure. In 2020,
there were no reports of corruption and bribery.
Oncisa Promociones Servicios Inmobiliarios,
S.L. and ILUNION Mediación, Correduría de
Seguros, S.A. are the only ILUNION companies
subject to the money laundering law and, as
such, have the necessary measures in place to
ensure compliance.

RESPONSIBLE TAXATION

RISK MANAGEMENT

ILUNION has a Risk Policy aligned with the
international standard ISO 31000 and the
COSO model, and a Comprehensive Risk
Management System (SIGR or ERM) in place,
designed to identify potential events, manage
their risks and provide security regarding the
achievement of objectives.
The Risk Committee is the body responsible
for setting out the principles contained in the
Policy and for implementing them through the

control, updating and monitoring of the
ILUNION Risk Management Model.
The pandemic has not altered the main risk
categories identified by ILUNION, although it
has done so in its impact and eventuality. To
mitigate this impact, numerous measures have
been applied, such as the drafting of a
Contingency Plan, a budget with different
scenarios and the review of strategic plans.

PRIMARY RISKS IDENTIFIED BY ILUNION

In 2020 ILUNION approved the creation of a
Tax Compliance System reflecting the Group’s
commitments in this field: compliance with tax
obligations, transparency, prudence, ethics and
the utmost collaboration with tax authorities.
To implement this, a Tax Compliance Policy
was enforced that enlarges on the provisions

of the Group’s Tax Policy and Ethics Codes
and consequently links up with the Group’s
ethical purposes and values by confirming
ILUNION’s willingness to conduct itself
in compliance with tax rules and its ethical
values alike.

STRATEGIC
 Changes in the
legal framework.
 Negative
development of
the economic cycle.

OPERATIONAL
 Risks associated with
information systems
and cybersecurity.

COMPLIANCE
 Risk of
non-compliance
by third parties.

FINANCIAL
 Interest rate
and financing
structure risk.

 Risks linked to
talent retention
and recruitment.

 Reputational and
corporate image risk.
EARNINGS BEFORE TAXES 2020

-61,133,263€

TAX ON PROFITS

3,424,031€

CONTRIBUTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PAYMENTS TO
SOCIAL SECURITY

DIRECT TAXES

INDIRECT TAXES

OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS

166,694.0 K€

39,926.0 K€

111,718.8 K€

4,479.7 K€

TAXES PAID ON BENEFITS PER COUNTRY
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SPAIN

PORTUGAL

COLOMBIA

ANDORRA

- 3,434.1 €K

39.3 K€

- 29.3 €K

0 K€
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A PROJECT
FOR THE INCLUSIVE
ECONOMY

2020 has highlighted the urgency and need to
persevere in this formula, which is underpinned
by people being at the centre of everything. It is
the professionals at ILUNION, its customers,
allies and suppliers who have made it possible to
do so much good in such an adverse year.

ILUNION Lavanderías, ILUNION Sociosanitario,
ILUNION Contact Center BPO and ILUNION
Facility Services have provided essential services
throughout the pandemic. Their activity did
not stop at any time thanks to having applied
strict protocols and measures to protect and
prevent infections.

All this makes it clear that the best economy is
the one that leaves no one behind, one that
works towards shared prosperity.

The operational protocols at ILUNION Hotels
and ILUNION Retail y Comercialización
were certified by AENOR or validated by
Garantía Madrid, among other entities.
Certifications and identifiers were also obtained
at ILUNION Contact Center BPO and
ILUNION Lavanderías.

PEOPLE
The ILUNION team has made a formidable effort in 2020. The company has worked to
provide the best conditions of safety, health and wellbeing for all its employees while never
losing sight of its commitment to diversity and equality.

WORKERS’ HEALTH AND WELFARE
A

840
685

IF

26
28

IG

1

1

CE
A
FI
SI
CI

8
23
ABSENTEEISM
(HOURS)

1,525 26
22
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1

31

6,458,149

The fight against COVID-19 was the main focus
of occupational safety, health and wellbeing
management at ILUNON in 2020.
This includes the implementation of
teleworking in all structural positions in
advance of the lockdown established by the
first state of alert and the rapid identification
and protection of workers particularly
sensitive to COVID-19, considering the
significant percentage of people with
disabilities who make up ILUNION. Immediately
afterwards, specific action protocols were put
in place for each business line.

ILUNION is a business group with social
commitment. Its vision and way of doing things
stem from the conviction that business can
and should be an actor for inclusion and
social transformation.



ACTION PROTOCOLS AGAINST COVID

NO. OF ACCIDENTS
FREQUENCY INDEX
SEVERITY INDEX
No. OF CASES OF ILLNESSES
PROFESSIONALS

SUPPORT FOR THE MOST
VULNERABLE EMPLOYEES

Addressing the economic impact of the
pandemic required the adoption of Temporary
Workforce Adjustment Plans (ERTEs) in some
companies. Their evolution was linked to the
evolution of the pandemic. 10,335 people were
affected by a suspensory ERTE and 4,541
people by partial ERTEs. In many cases, the
same person was affected by both types of
ERTE. As of 31 December 2020, 2,126 workers
remained in this situation. The average duration
of the ERTEs was 143 days.
In order to support the most vulnerable
workers, financial aid in the form of vouchers

was set up for use in DIA supermarkets for
purchasing food and/or basic hygiene
products. 156 employees received this aid,
which together amounted to €17,142. This
measure continues in 2021 in companies with
an ERTE situation.
ILUNION Facility Services developed a
COVID follow-up interview model for staff
who were in an ERTE or on temporary leave.
They assessed needs in the lockdown situation
and the social and family support network,
provided information on existing resources to
alleviate these needs and provided psychosocial
support. This monitoring model was
subsequently disseminated among all the
Support Units of ILUNION companies.
CERTIFICATIONS

Grupo ILUNION, S.L, ILUNION CSC (Shared
Services Centre), ILUNION IT Services, ILUNION
Servicios Industriales, ILUNION Automoción,
ILUNION Sociosanitario, ILUNION Lavanderías,
ILUNION Tecnología y Accesibilidad and FITEX
ILUNION, S.A have adapted their management
systems to make the transition to the new ISO
45001, Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems, which replaces the old
OHSAS 18001 standard.
COMPLIANCE IN ORP

ILUNION has worked on implementing a
Regulatory Compliance Plan that includes
the legal analysis on Occupational Risk
Prevention for defining compliance risk
indicators for regulatory non-compliance and
the implementation of a compliance
verification model.
REMODELLING OF SITES

Throughout 2020 ILUNION Lavanderías,
ILUNION Facility Services and ILUNION
Contact Center BPO renovated their spaces
to adapt them to the Group's brand image and
put people at the centre.

A PROJECT FOR THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
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DIVERSITY
MANAGERS
DISABILITY

PWD

MANAGERS
WOMEN

WORKFORCE
>45 YEARS

NON-SPANISH
NATIONALITY

50.7%
40.4%

49.3%

32.3%

Due to the social impact of the pandemic,
ILUNION strengthened its employment policies
for the inclusion of disadvantaged groups or
collectives. In this regard, we had the labour
inclusion of 65 women in a situation of gender
violence, 64 with disabilities and 1 without
disabilities, and 6 people with Roma ethnicity.

36.9%

58.6%

6.4%
40.7%
PWD

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

ILUNION was recognised in the 4th Acoge
Network Diversity and Inclusion Index as
one of the companies most committed to
diversity management and is included in the
Variable ‘30 Report as one of the TOP30
Companies in Spain most committed to
Diversity and Equality.
AWARENESS-RAISING

DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

Annual ‘Diversity, the strength of talent’
campaign consisting of 4 awareness-raising
actions, attended by more than 150 people,
and employee training actions in which more
than 500 people took part.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR EQUALITY

In 2020, applications from a total of 32 female
workers experiencing gender-based violence
were handled. Of these, 25 (78%) were women
with disabilities.

2nd edition of the ‘ILUNION Companies
Best Practices in Equality Awards’. The
companies
recognised
were
ILUNION
Tecnología y Accesibilidad for its “WE LOVE
STEM JOBS” campaign; ILUNION Lavanderías
for the newsletter promoting its ‘Unstoppable
Women’ employees; the workshops for
handling management teams of ILUNION
Limpieza y Medio Ambiente, S.A. and the
flextime scheduling of the 35 paid hours for
civil partners/spouses in the event of requiring
cancer treatment, of ILUNION Fitex, S.A.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL REGULATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL INCLUSION
OF DISADVANTAGED GROUPS



GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

ILUNION participated in 2020 in the 5th Factor
W Diversity Summit, the largest national
congress and flagship event in diversity and
inclusion, with a presence at two tables: Panel
of Experts and Impact of Gender Diversity.

ILUNION amended its “Procedure for dealing
with
harassment
and
discrimination
complaints” in order to explicitly include
harassment arising from sexual identity or
sexual orientation and thus comply with Royal
Decree 6/2019 of 1 March.



UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY

WORKERS WITH DISABILITIES
AND SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES

The DiscWork and Diversability II projects
continued in 2020, both devoted to workers
with more-than-65% sensory or physical
disabilities or psychosocial or intellectual
disabilities starting at 33%.
DiscWork supports workers with severe
disabilities in typical daily activities such as
helping them eat, drink, use the bathroom,
etc., which take place during working hours.
6 people were looked after.

Diversability II has a multidisciplinary team of
17 psychosocial professionals who have
conducted interviews with 2,233 workers with
disabilities, generating 865 applications
handled for 478 beneficiaries, and 76 training
actions with more than 600 attendees.
As part of this project, 296 transparent face
masks were handed out in the different
workplaces attached to it to mark International
Disability Day (3 December).

EQUALITY BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

AGAINST HARASSMENT

EQUALITY HALLMARKS

The anti-harassment commissions of the
Group’s companies dealt with a total of 18
complaints, of which 3 were identified as
harassment situations and 15 as conflicts. With
regard to the total number of ILUNION
employees, the percentage of complaints
handled accounts for 0.05%. In all cases, a
procedure was opened for investigating them
and measures have been established.

In 2020, Grupo ILUNION S.L. renewed its
Equality in the Workplace Seal awarded by
the Institute for Women, the Family-Friendly
Workplaces certification and retained the
Bequal certification for 13 of its companies.
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DEVELOPMENT AND TALENT

TRAINING HOURS
EXECUTIVES

2,031
TOTAL

172,007

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT

REST OF CATEGORIES

7,037

162,940

HOURS OF
TRAINING/EMPLOYEE

To continue making progress in training despite
the pandemic, the e-learning format was
strengthened through initiatives such as the
LinkedIn Learning digital training platform or
the implementation of accessible training
plans specific to employees in an ERTE. All this
is supported by the drive to manage digital
tools linked to the ILUNION Digital Workplace
project. Almost 10,000 employees participated
in the 15 webinars organised for this purpose.
The training lines focused on: technical
knowledge aimed at job improvement and
professional development, social and personal
skills, family-friendly
business
model,
disability, digital and innovation, and
corporate culture values.
360° LEADERSHIP AND ASSESSMENT

ILUNION has designed a model of its own
leadership profile and carried out a 360°
assessment of all the Group’s middle
management and management team. The
results have enabled people in managerial
positions to identify their strengths and areas
for improvement.
EsFuerza PROJECT

From late 2019 to September 2020, all
executives and middle managers of ILUNION
Hotels, ILUNION Lavanderías and corporate
services participated in all phases of this
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AGREEMENTS

DIALOGUE

99.4% of the ILUNION workforce is covered
by collective bargaining agreements.

Internal communication with the workforce is
managed through the Tu ILUNION internal
portal, the ILUNION Personas Informa
newsletter and the communication groups
on Yammer.

WORKING CLIMATE SURVEYS

The ILUNION 2020 working climate survey
resulted in an overall workforce satisfaction
score of 4.3 out of 5.

4.82

ONLINE TRAINING

EMPLOYEE DIALOGUE, SATISFACTION AND COMMITMENT

evaluation
model
and
professional
development promotion created by ILUNION.
The analysis culminated in configuring
individual development plans for each
participant. In addition, work began in 2020 on
the EsFuerza module on the internal
SuccessFactors platform in order to make this
tool available to all employees.
RECOGNITION OF EMPLOYEES

As part of the 6th Management Sessions
aimed at sharing experiences and projects
between areas and companies, the traditional
distinctions were presented for the commitment
and effort made by companies, areas and
people. ILUNION Contact Center BPO, the
Systems and Technology Department and the
Director of Purchasing, Assets and General
Services were recognised.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY WORKPLACE

The companies Grupo ILUNION, ILUNION
Textil and ILUNION Reciclados retain their
Family-Friendly Workplaces Certification.

In addition, during 2020, information meetings
were held on a quarterly basis, sharing with the
teams how the activity was evolving and the
group’s results while providing answers to the
questions asked by the workers.

TRANSFORMA ILUNION PROJECT

During 2020 the Transforma ILUNION initiative
was launched, a platform on which employees
can anonymously propose solutions for
challenges published by the company so that
the whole team can vote on which one they
consider the best.

The Special Jury Prize went to all ILUNION
employees for their “incredible effort and
professionalism, bringing out the best in
themselves to face the difficult situations they
have been experiencing for a year”.
For its part, ILUNION Contact Center BPO
staged the fourth edition of the 2020 Best
Agents Awards, with new categories such as
the ILUNION Leader and the Best COVID-19
Agent, to recognise the work performed by
the agents who have been handling pandemicrelated calls.

A PROJECT FOR THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
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CLIENTS
All ILUNION companies made a significant effort in 2020 to continue offering their services
with the same quality as ever, to adapt to the new needs of their customers and to establish
the best guarantees on the proper management of the risks associated with COVID. Special
mention should be made of ILUNION Lavanderías, ILUNION Sociosanitario, ILUNION
Contact Center BPO and ILUNION Facility Services, which have provided essential services
throughout the pandemic.



CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

COVID GUARANTEES

ILUNION Lavanderías and ILUNION Hotels
obtained AENOR Safety in Covid-19 Protocol
certification. Both companies were the first in
their sectors to achieve this seal.
Grupo ILUNION, S.L., ILUNION Lavanderías,
ILUNION Retail y Comercialización and
ILUNION Contact Center BPO obtained the
‘Garantía Madrid’ badge created by the
Madrid Region for companies that have
demonstrated extraordinary commitment and
solidarity in the prevention and minimisation of
risks caused by COVID-19.
ILUNION Contact Center BPO also holds
‘Free-of-COVID Spaces’ certification from
Bureau Veritas and ILUNION Retail y
Comercialización the ‘Andalucía Segura’
distinction that differentiates all those Andalusian
companies
that
responsibly
guarantee
compliance with COVID-19 security measures.
ILUNION MLV S.L. was the first supplier,
recognised by Ford, of the Almussafes Industrial
Park to implement an exclusive COVID
Prevention Plan at its facilities.
OFFER AND SERVICE ADAPTATION

To meet the increase in demand due to
COVID-19, ILUNION Emergencias S.A.
increased its workforce by 60% to cover the
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061 Andalucía and 112 Valencia services.
Specific COVID information services were
created, such as 012 Autonomous Madrid
Region, IFEMA (care for patients’ family
members), COVID Responde La Rioja, COVID
Information Valencia Region and COVID
Monitoring by the Salud Responde of
Andalusia’s Regional Government. IFEMA
expanded its telephone service and information
to relatives of patients to 24 hours.
ILUNION Hotels created a working team to
search for new products and suppliers, drew up
a new gastronomic range and redesigned
processes in the kitchen and restaurant, all of it
focused on creating a hotel experience
adapted to the fight against coronavirus.
ILUNION
Servicios
Industriales
has
undertaken a surgical mask manufacturing
project with the new client Factor Pharma.
ILUNION Retail y Comercialización designed
a Christmas Experiences Pack with new
solutions to offer virtual shared experiences in
addition to the traditional nougat, in a year
marked by social distancing.
ILUNION Fisioterapia y Salud set up a
telephone
service
provided
by
a
physiotherapist
to
give
advice,
recommendations, explanations of exercises
and follow-up on the progress of
patients’ ailments.

SATISFACTION SURVEY

CLAIMS

The customer and user satisfaction survey
conducted in 2020 found that average
satisfaction was 7.4 out of 10, 4.2% higher
than the previous year.

In 2020, ILUNION recorded a total of 2,573
complaints, 96.9% of which are now closed.



EXCELLENCE

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

The Customer Experience Unit was created
to build an own ILUNION experience regardless
of the service required as a customer. Two
clearly identified working lines are already in
place and will be crucial: digitisation applied
to customers and building a customer culture
in the Group.
CERTIFICATIONS

Grupo ILUNION S.L., ILUNION Lavanderías,
ILUNION Hotels and ILUNION Reciclados wo
the EFQM +500 seal awarded by the
Management Excellence Club. ILUNION
Contact Center BPO obtained the EFQM+400
in early 2021.
87.5% of ILUNION companies have ISO 9001
certification, 81.3% have ISO 14001:2015 and
70.3% have ISO 45001 or OHSAS 18001.



For its part, ILUNION Seguridad won
ISO 270001 certification on Information Security
Management System.
NEW OFFERING

ILUNION IT Services expanded its catalogue
of services in areas such as the provision of
communication links and voice services
for companies.
ILUNION Retail y Comercialización developed
a ‘responsible product’ catalogue in all its
business lines.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

‘Now more than ever, enterprises’, the
campaign conducted by ILUNION Comunicación
Social for the Third Sector Platform, was
recognised in the category of Corporate Social
Responsibility at the CERMI.ES 2020 Awards.

INNOVATION

ILUNION Facility Services launched the
Operational Security Centre (COS), a
nationwide center that will provide security
services with greater efficiency through
centralization, generation of new processes,
planning of services and leveraging synergies
and best practices. The COS is part of the
Advanced Security Centre (CASS) which,
together with the Alarm Reception Centre and
the different operations centres, allows for the
provision and management of services under
the Comprehensive Security model.

ILUNION Correduría de Seguros started to
use the Insurer-Broker Information Standard
(EIAC), a standardised unified information
exchange system that allows insurance
companies and brokers to communicate,
facilitating the transmission of policies, receipts
and other customer information such as
incident rates.

A PROJECT FOR THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
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SUPPLIERS

PARTNERSHIPS

ILUNION works to set up a stable and trust-based relationship with its suppliers that
guarantees transparency and objectivity in contracting, minimising operational risks.

Collaborating with other companies and organisations is the best tool for a more inclusive
and sustainable economy.


PURCHASING

SOCIAL IMPACT PROJECTS

RECYCLING4ALL

PURCHASE
VOLUME

SPAIN

COLOMBIA

OECD

NON-OECD

268 M€

265.5 M€

2.5 M€

264 M€

4 M€

SUPPLIERS
TOTAL
SUPPLIERS

LOCAL (NATIONAL)
SUPPLIERS

8,531

SPAIN

8,266

GSO SUPPLIER CODE OF ETHICS

The ONCE Social Group (GSO) approved in
May 2020 the “Common Basic Criteria for
Procurement with Suppliers and Business
Partners” and the ‘Code of Conduct for
Suppliers and Business Partners’, aligned with
the ten principles of the United Nations Global
Compact and with the GSO principles and values
included in the Group’s compliance policies.
CERTIFICATION POLICY
AND SUPPLIER SELECTION

In line with the GSO’s Common Basic Criteria
for Procurement with Suppliers and Business
Partners, ILUNION approved a new Supplier
Certification and Selection Policy that applies
to all suppliers whose turnover exceeds
€100,000 per year and/or were awardees
through the tender process.

FOREIGN
SUPPLIERS
COLOMBIA
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the Supplier Certification and Selection Policy.
In this regard, compliance with the General
Law on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
and their Social Inclusion is embedded as a
condition in all cases.
In addition, the invoicing module was
implemented, allowing suppliers to send
electronic invoices to ILUNION in real time.
CERTIFICATION PROCESS
FOR SUPPLIERS

ILUNION is immersed in an approval process
for its 500 suppliers with a purchase volume of
over €100,000 and those participating in
tenders, offering them training and advice on
the functioning of its purchasing platform and
the requirements for their approval. In 2020,
almost 200 companies were approved.

ILUNION and Repsol Impacto Social, a company
100% owned by Fundación Repsol, have a
collaboration agreement in place since 2019 to
undertake business and entrepreneurial
projects that generate a social and/or
environmental impact.
Recycling4all was created as part of this
partnership, a new company owned 75% by
ILUNION and 25% by Repsol Impacto Social.
Recycling4all specialises in recycling waste
electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE),
covering this activity’s entire value chain:
collection,
transport,
sorting,
storage,
processing, reuse and recovery of waste
material. It has 166 employees, 101 of whom
are disabled.
ILUNION includes two industrial plants in this
project, located in La Bañeza (León) and Campo
Real (Madrid), where final treatment of WEEE is
performed, and the nine temporary storage
centres located in different Spanish provinces.

LLEWO

ILUNION has become a shareholder of Llewo,
a company promoted by Enagás Emprende,
the Corporate Venturing of Enagás.
Llewo is a leading last-mile logistics operator
using vehicles powered by Natural Gas for
Vehicles (CNG and LNG). It also uses electric
vehicles and assisted-pedalling tricycles for
urban delivery. It is also developing the use of
other vehicles based on biogas, electricity
and hydrogen.
ILUNION’s participation in Llewo will promote
its expansion throughout the national
territory, where it already operates in
27 provinces, and its objectives of social
responsibility, the inclusion of employees with
disabilities, equal opportunities and people
at risk of social exclusion.
In 2020, 400 people worked for Llewo and its
services generated emissions savings of 293
tonnes of CO2, 4,741 kilograms of NO2 (nitrous
oxide) and 2.20 kilograms of black particles.

PURCHASING PLATFORM

Consolidating the purchasing platform in the
SAP ARIBA environment and implementing
the supplier certification module (SLP) in this
tool, taking into account economic and qualityrelated criteria and ESG aspects linked to
sustainability, setting out the requirements of
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COMMUNITY
ILUNION collaborates with charitable entities and initiatives aimed at raising awareness
in society and supporting the most vulnerable groups.
SPONSORSHIP OF SPORT FOR THE DISABLED

DONATING TO SOCIAL PROJECTS

ILUNION and the Fundación ONCE are the
official sponsors of the wheelchair basketball
team, Club Deportivo Básico por la
Normalización, or Basic Sports Club for
Normalisation (CLUDENOR), known as
CD ILUNION.

Gracias a Ti is a social action project targeted
at all Group companies. Through the voluntary
rounding up of their payslips, employees can
donate to social projects and ILUNION matches
the amount they donate. In 2020, the total
amount raised amounted to €41,575.94 and
the beneficiary organisations were Duchenne
Parent Project, Fundación Grandes Amigos
en Acción and Fundación ONCE para la
Atención de Personas con Sordoceguera
(FOAPS), benefiting the deafblind.

The team occupiesfirst place in the European
Ranking of Wheelchair Basketball Clubs and,
together with its purely sporting activities, runs
an education
and
awareness-raising
programme. This is all thanks to the support of
its sponsors.
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ILUNION companies joined the ONCE Social
Group (GSO) initiative, Toneladas de
Compromiso (Tons of Commitment). The
purpose of this call, which was launched across
the GSO, was to obtain a donation of 111,111
kg of non-perishable foods for food banks
grouped within the Spanish Federation of
Food Banks (FESBAL) in two deliveries:
December and February 2021. The appeal was
so successful that 156,379.44 kilos had been
donated by Christmas.

MEDICALISED HOTELS

FOOD DONATION

The hotels ILUNION Atrium, ILUNION
Barcelona and ILUNION Alcora were
medicalised and the hotels ILUNION Suites
Madrid, ILUNION Romareda and ILUNION
Bel Art were made available to doctors and
health workers. Other hotels carried out
charitable actions such as donating food or
assigning beds to homeless people affected
by coronavirus.

Thanks to the support of employees and the
entities Anitin, San Benedetto and J. García
Carrión, ILUNION Facility Services Levante
Area collected 13,800 kg of food, which was
donated to the Valencia Food Bank.

INCLUSION OF PERSONS IN A DEPENDENT
SITUATION AND DISABLED PERSONS

In 2020, ILUNION Sociosanitario renewed its
agreement with the Fundación ONCE and
the Fundación Pilares to continue supporting
activities and regulations that promote the
inclusion of dependent people and people
with disabilities.
Moreover, the Fundación ONCE, ILUNION
companies and others such as ISDIN and OTIS,
as well as associations, foundations and
individuals, have
supported
ILUNION
Sociosanitario to deal with coronavirus.

VOLUNTEERS

In late March a network consisting of volunteers
with workers and relatives was set up at
ILUNION Sociosanitario centres and services
to meet the needs arising from COVID-19.
The actions carried out include the manufacture
of face masks, goggles and protective material.
BOTTLE TOP COLLECTION
FOR SOLIDARITY

ILUNION Reciclados collected plastic bottle
tops for purchasing rehabilitation material.
SOLIDARITY GIFT BOXES

The online store ‘Enriqueta Regala Bonito’
has launched a line of charitable gift boxes
that include a selection of products and gifts
from UNICEF, Fundación ONCE, FEDER
(Spanish Federation of Rare Diseases) and
Miguelañez for Down’s Madrid.

A PROJECT FOR THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
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A PROJECT
FOR THE PLANET


ADVANCES 2020
The Environmental Commitment project
 In 2021, ILUNION approved the Environment and Climate Change Policy, seeking to
establish a reference framework to develop guidelines and priorities for action to ensure
the protection of the environment and the fight against climate change.
 A carbon footprint calculation tool (Scope 1, 2 and 3) was designed and this indicator was
calculated for the first time for the entire business group.
 The scope of calculation of the environmental indicators was extended to all companies
within the ILUNION consolidation business perimeter, except for those lacking
in management.
The decline in production and the teleworking measures adopted under COVID have led to
a significant decrease in the consumption of energy, water and raw materials in 2020.

Sustainability has become one of the four pillars of ILUNON’s strategy for
the coming years. This strategic commitment not only drives the Group’s
economic and social value creation proposition but also sets it on a path of
progress towards achieving an environmental performance with group
vision. This progress was reflected in the approval, in early 2021, of the new
Environment and Climate Change Policy.
ILUNION’s commitment to environmental sustainability focuses on five
pillars: the fight against climate change, the efficient management of natural
resources, the application of circular economy principles, pollution
prevention and the conservation of the natural environment and biodiversity.

Energy audits were conducted on the premises of the companies that make up ILUNION
to comply with Royal Decree 56/2016.
In 2020, the Environmental Working Group of the ONCE Social Group (GSO) was set up
under the auspices of the GSO CSR Subcommittee, the aim of which is to drive aggregate
measurement and communication of the environmental impact. The first step was drawing
up an inventory of facilities that includes information on power, water and facility maintenance.
In 2020 all the electrical energy consumed by ILUNION Hotels and the corporate buildings
of Torre ILUNION and Mízar (14.9 GWh) comes from renewable energy sources. This
represents 4.2% of the energy consumed at ILUNION in 2020, which prevented the emission
of 2,973 Tn of CO2.
Certification: 81.3%1 of the companies that make up ILUNION have a certified Environmental
Management System in place that complies with UNE-EN ISO 14001:2015.

During 2020, ILUNION continued its environmental strategy by driving the transition to a
decarbonised group of companies, efficient water management and the circular economy,
applying the commitments established in the current Sustainability Policy.
The lines of action are different depending on the profile of each of ILUNION’s businesses,
which determines how each company applies its own plans and measures. From the
Group’s perspective, the ILUNION 2018-2021 CSR Master Plan executes the Environmental
Commitment project aimed at defining ILUNION’s environmental indicators and objectives
as a business group.
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1
The certification percentage was calculated on the basis of ILUNION’s entire business perimeter except for those companies that have no management
(ILUNION Bugadería Industrial, S.A.U., ILUNION Lavanderías de Portugal, Unipessoal LDA, Comercializadora, S.A.U., ILUNION Colombia, S.A.S., and ONCISA
Promociones Servicios Inmobiliarios, S.L.)
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ENERGY



ENERGY CONSUMPTION

355.0 GWh - 27.8%

2019

RENEWABLE ENERGIES

PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR PRODUCTION

LOGISTICS

15.4 GWh 4.3%

The Sonseca residence, as well as the laundry
sites of Textil Rental, Crisol, Las Palmas and
Tenerife, have photovoltaic solar plants that
produced 490,185 KWh for self-consumption
in 2020.

In February 2021, ILUNION and ENAGAS
created Llewo, a sustainable mobility company
specialising in providing last-mile services
through vehicles powered by natural gas (CNG
and LNG), which until now operated under the
Gas2Move brand.

TOTAL ENERGY

345.6 GWh
INDIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION

9.4 GWh
ILUNION is committed to fighting climate change and, together with its companies, implements
measures aimed at reducing its greenhouse gas emissions. ILUNION’s strategy is directed at
promoting energy savings and efficiency, advancing renewable energies and sustainable mobility.

ILUNION Lavanderías plans to install
photovoltaic solar panels in several laundry
sites in the 2020-2023 period. The target is to
generate 15% solar photovoltaic energy for
self-supply in solar panel plants. In 2020 it
carried out the 132 kWp expansion of the
Textil Rental photovoltaic plant in Estepona.
ILUNION Ibéricas de Azuaga approved a
photovoltaic energy implementation project
that will launch in 2021.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

LED LIGHTING

ILUNION Hotels, ILUNION Sociosanitario,
ILUNION Retail and ILUNION Automoción
have expanded their LED lighting. ILUNION
Lavanderías has completed the change in
lamps and all the laundry sites have a selfadjusting LED 4.0 lighting system and
luminaires designed exclusively for ILUNION,
which are the most efficient on the market.
PROCESS OPTIMISATION

ILUNION Hotels digitised various hotel
operational and maintenance processes by
implementing the EISI SOFT platform. The
home automation extension and update
project was completed at the ILUNION Málaga
hotel and a system was installed in the cooler
for remotely controlling the temperature
settings at the ILUNON Bilbao hotel.
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SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

CONSUMPTION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY

DIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION





THERMAL SOLAR PANELS
REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT
WITH OTHER MORE EFFICIENT UNITS

ILUNION Hotels replaced air conditioning
machines and other air conditioning
equipment with more efficient units. ILUNION
Lavanderías installed a new washing tunnel
with energy recovery at the Seville plant and
Venturi steam traps at the Mejorada and
Huete laundries, measures that have
substantially reduced energy consumption per
kilo of processed linens.

ILUNION Reciclados, ILUNION Automoción,
ILUNION Hotels (Hotels: Atrium, Auditori,
Barcelona, Calas de Conil, Islantilla and Málaga)
and ILUNION Sociosanitario(Prado de San
Gregorio Residence) use thermal solar
panels for domestic hot water production.

FLEETS

ILUNION operates 98 vehicles with an Eco or
Zero label, of which 25% were purchased in 2020.
ILUNION Reciclados is swapping forklifts for
more efficient and less polluting models
PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

ILUNION Hotels provides customers with
eight free-of-charge charging points for electric
vehicles. ILUNION Facilty Services and
ILUNION Lavanderías have action guidelines
in place for efficient vehicle driving.

ILUNION Retail has a purchasing policy in
place establishing that energy-consuming
equipment must have an A or higher energy
rating and that all refrigeration appliances and
vending machines must have refrigerating
gases with low environmental impact.
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COMBATING CLIMATE CHANGE
GHG EMISSIONS

68,906.1 Tn of CO2 eq
GHG EMISSIONS (SCOPE 1)

57,739.0 Tn of CO2 eq
GHG EMISSIONS (SCOPE 2)

INNOVATION

IMPROVEMENT OF FACILITIES

ILUNION Lavanderías has started on a pilot
plant that will allow for the recirculation of the
water used in the washing systems. This
advance will reduce consumption by 70%,
improve the quality of discharge water and
water used in washing processes, and reduce
annual GHG emissions by 20%.

ILUNION Hotels improved the washing tunnel
at the ILUNION Islantilla hotel and installed
new electronic on/off taps in the common
areas of the ILUNION Mérida Palace hotel. Salt
chlorinators were also acquired at ILUNION
Mérida Palace and ILUNION Badajoz hotels,
which will improve the quality of water
discharges and reduce the consumption of
hazardous products.

11,167.1 Tn of CO2 eq
ILUNION is committed to driving the transition towards a decarbonised group of companies.
To this end, it is moving towards defining an emissions reduction target for the Group as a necessary
step to contribute to climate change mitigation. Some of its companies have set themselves these
goals and point out the horizon for the Group’s evolution.



OBJECTIVES AND REDUCTION PLANS

CARBON FOOTPRINT CALCULATION

OBJECTIVES AND REDUCTION PLANS

ILUNION has developed a tool for calculating
its carbon footprint (Scope 1, 2 and 3) and
calculated this indicator for the first time for the
entire business group.

ILUNION Lavanderías has set a GHG
emissions reduction target of 10% compared
to 2018 and has made 2021 the target year.
After having ascertained the 2019 emissions, it
was concluded that the actions taken reduced
1,324.67 Tn of CO2 with regard to scope I,
3,501.85 Tn of CO2 in scope II, and prevented
the emission of 59.12 Tn of CO2 through the
use of solar energy.

ILUNION Facility Services carried out carbon
footprint calculation and verification based on
the GHG Protocol benchmark, in line with its
commitment to a sustainable and lowemissions future.

ILUNION Hotels has a 20% GHG emissions
reduction target for the 2018-2021 period
compared to 2017 in scope 1 and 2 emissions.

1,910,482.60 m3 (-33.2%)

89.4% (1,707,785.5 m3) of water consumed comes from
the public network and the remaining 10.6% (202,697.2 m3)
from groundwater. However, 2.60% of water consumption
was estimated.

Water is an essential and indispensable resource for ILUNION, especially in some of its businesses
such as ILUNION Lavanderías, which accounts for 80.3% of the Group's water consumption.
ILUNION applies responsible water management through measures aimed at reducing consumption
and making it more efficient, preserving its quality by controlling discharges and wastewater and
raising awareness of its use.
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ILUNION is committed to the circular economy as the basis for a new sustainable
economic model based on extending the life cycle of products, reducing
the consumption of resources and raw materials and minimising waste generation.
The circular economy vision is integrated into ILUNION’s business strategy through the creation of
Recycling4all, a company that incorporates the ILUNION recycling and logistics business line and
is present throughout the value chain.

REUSE OF RESOURCES

ILUNION Lavanderías reduced the consumption
of shipment plastic for linens by 211 tonnes due
to the use of reusable bags and the decrease in
production caused by COVID. Likewise,
ILUNION Servicios Industriales Aragón, S.L.U.
minimised plastic consumption by 10,530 kg
compared to the previous year thanks to the
reuse of plastic materials and packaging.
WASTE REUSE AND VALUE ENHANCEMENT

WATER
WATER CONSUMPTION AT ILUNION

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

ILUNION Hotels collected 3,360 kg of used
cooking oil for use as biodiesel and, for
charity purposes, 600 kg of bottle caps for
recovering them.
ILUNION Reciclados returned 9,315 tonnes
of raw materials to the market.

REDUCTION IN THE CONSUMPTION
OF RAW MATERIALS

ILUNION Textil S.A.U reduced packaging
paperboard consumption by 38% due to the
drop in production, the replacement of the
folding machine and the change in the storage
packaging format made in 2019. Moreover,
ILUNION Servicios Industriales reduced plastic
consumption by 10,200 kg due to improvements
in the production process and awareness-raising
actions directed at employees
ILUNION Emergencias S.A. purchased more
efficient printers and implemented a paper
purchasing control system, achieving a 60%
reduction in toner consumption and 13% in
the case of paper.

USE OF SUSTAINABLE RESOURCES

The water bottles consumed at all ILUNION
Hotel establishments are made from 100%
recycled and recyclable plastic or glass, giving
priority to the consumption of the latter. ILUNION
Sociosanitario has established as a policy that
all paper consumed should be recycled.
A PROJECT FOR THE PLANET
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INCLUSIVE AND
RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES

The companies forming part of ILUNION
transmit to the market the values, social mission
and commitment to excellence that set the
Group apart.
During 2020, all of them demonstrated great
adaptability and a capacity for teamwork, a
strength that has retained the best service
standards and focus on people in the most
difficult situation, showing the relevance of being
and doing Inclusive Economy.
This Shared Value Report shows the work carried
out in 2020 by six of them: ILUNION Lavanderías,
ILUNION Hotels, ILUNION Sociosanitario,
ILUNION Contact Center BPO, ILUNION Facility
Services and Recycling4All.
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ILUNION LAVANDERÍAS

CERTIFICATIONS

PLANTS
45 36
SECs

In 2020 hospital laundry became a key
activity in the fight against the COVID
pandemic. The ILUNION Lavanderías
team worked hard to meet demand with
the necessary quality and guarantees.
Safety and support for people were at
the heart of a task that leaves a company
strengthened by demonstrating its
competitiveness and commitment to its
customers and the common good.

148,395.28

-38.8%

TN OF PROCESSED LINENS

2019

 Excellence: obtaining the EFQM +500 seal
awarded by the Management Excellence Club.
 AENOR certification against COVID-19: the
first company in the industry to win certification
acknowledging the plans implemented to
ensure a safe activity.
 Garantía Madrid: a distinction awarded by
the Madrid Region for the measures adopted
by the company and its behaviour in the fight
against COVID-19.
 Carbon Footprint Register for 2019 and
2020 in the MITECO after verification
according to ISO 14064 standard.

CONTRIBUTION TO
THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
PEOPLE
‘Adelante
Imparables’
(Forward
the
Unstoppables): a campaign aimed at motivating
employees in a particularly difficult period, the
month of April 2020, with content distributed
through WhatsApp groups, screens in the plants,
Yammer and the Unstoppables Newsletter.
‘Mujeres Imparables’ (Unstoppable Women):
a monthly newsletter aimed at giving visibility to the
work of women in the company’s plants and offices.

CLIENTS
‘ILUNION LAVANDERÍAS al día’ (ILUNION
Lavanderías up to date): a newsletter for customers
in the hotel, industrial, hospital and social healthcare
sectors with relevant information on the service.

ENVIRONMENT
SALES

EBITDA

176,214 K€

20,866 K€

INVESTMENT

ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

TOTAL WORKFORCE

24,351 K€

5,503

23%
61%

124,239 K€

0

- 29%
2019

- 4,974 €K

10,623 K€

4,730

- 124%

- 56%

- 14%

39%

77%
PWD

2020

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION INDEX

7.26 / 10

GHG EMISSIONS1
(Tn of CO2 eq/Tn treated linens)

0.38

+ 5.7%

2019

1 This indicator refers to
greenhouse gas emissions:
scope 1 and 2.

WASTE AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY

COMPLAINT RATE

0.012
BUSINESS MILESTONES
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 New lines in the plants: new uniformity
equipment cleaning line in the Valencia
plant, washing line in the Seville plant and
drying line in Clintex.

 Transformation of plants through their
redesign, seeking to diversify businesses
towards the client model of industrial
uniformity.

 Comprehensive service management: new
system to manage the cleaning of scrubs in
the operating theatres of the Hospital
Universitario Fundación de Alcorcón.

 Process transformation and redesign in
the Granada and Mesnet plants for
diversifying the business model.

SHARED VALUE REPORT 2020

 Generation of 464.584 KWh for self-consumption in 2020 drawn from
photovoltaic solar plants that prevented the emission of 92,917 Kg of
CO2 eq.
 As part of the decarbonisation plan, which aims to obtain 32% of solar
photovoltaic energy for self-supply by 2023, the capacity of the
photovoltaic plant in Textil Rental was expanded by an additional
132 kWp to 260 kWp.
 Replacement of the washing tunnel at the Seville plant to reduce by 27%
the energy consumption associated with the washing process.
 Installation of SMART Venturi steam traps in Mejorada and Huete in order
to reduce steam loss due to breakage and to minimise replacement costs.
 Fleet management system to reduce GHG emissions associated
with transport.
 Reduction of plastic consumption by 211 tonnes due to the use of
reusable bags.
 Use of recycled plastic for packaging with the MORE seal and Blue Angel
certification, which distinguishes products with low environmental impact
during their life cycle.

WATER
 Start-up of a pilot plant to identify the ideal methodology for treating
wastewater from industrial laundry activity, with the aim of reducing
environmental impact.
 Optimisation of water use in the washing process following preventive
and corrective maintenance of the machinery and improvement in water
quality thanks to adjustments in the dosage of chemical products.

INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES
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ILUNION HOTELS
BUSINESS MILESTONES

Hotel activity has suffered uniquely
from the restrictive measures
implemented during the COVID-19
crisis. ILUNION Hotels has dealt
with this period by offering
resources to fight the pandemic,
meeting the needs of its employees
and implementing solutions to
provide a safe hotel experience, a
journey that has not stopped the
opening of new establishments and
the progress of a unique value
proposition, which is ready for the
revival of tourist activity.

 New establishments: incorporation into
the chain of a hotel in San Sebastián and
construction of a new hotel in Bilbao for
opening in 2021.

HOTELS

27

10 SECs

AWARDS
 ILUNION Hotels leads its sector in the Financial
Times Diversity Leaders annual study.

627,543
AVAILABLE ROOMS

357,362
OCCUPIED ROOMS

-52.2%

-67.9%

2019

2019

TRAVELIFE
HOTELS

116,909 K€

21,281 K€

INVESTMENT

 COVID-19: first hotel company to obtain
AENOR certification for protocols against
COVID-19 following the drawing up of a
health safety project jointly with the
Prevention Department of the Quirón
Salud Group.

25,280 K€

1,023

55%

32,813 K€

- 20,302 K€

9,268 K€

768

- 72%

- 195%

- 63%

- 25%

COMPLAINT RATE

0.00004

PWD
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CLIENTS
Disability: publication of the ‘Basic guidelines
for the care of customers with disabilities in the
hotel environment’ jointly with CEHAT (Spanish
Confederation of Hotels and Tourist
Accommodation) and the Technological Hotel
Institute (ITH).

COMMUNITY
Assigning of hotels due to the health crisis:
the hotels ILUNION Atrium, ILUNION Barcelona
and ILUNION Alcora were medicalised, and
ILUNION Romareda, ILUNION Suites Madrid
and ILUNION Bel Art were made available to
healthcare providers.

ENVIRONMENT

68.24 + 57%

2019

 Collection and donation of 600 kg of plastic bottle caps for their recovery
and 3,360 litres of cooking oil used for transforming into biodiesel.

WATER CONSUMPTION (m /overnight stay)

+ 44%

2019

GHG EMISSIONS1 (Kg of CO2 eq/overnight stay)

+ 35%

 With regard to the target of 20% reduction in GHG emissions set in the
2018-2021 sustainability plan, occupancy emissions in 2020 decreased by
54% compared with the base year (2017).

WASTE AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY
3

0.57

 All electrical energy consumed by ILUNION Hotels in 2020 (54% of total
energy) came from renewable energy (wind, solar or hydraulic) sources.

 Digitisation of various operational and maintenance processes for hotels
through the implementation of the EISI SOFT platform.

Energy consumption

7,03
44

45%

51%

2020

84.2%

‘Hoy más que nunca’ (Today more than ever):
campaign to distribute food packs among
employees with fewer financial resources after
work adjustments arising from the impact of
the health crisis on operations.

ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

0

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
INDEX (GRI)

PEOPLE

TOTAL WORKFORCE

49%

2019

 Award for Corporate Responsibility at the
2nd Edition of the Hotels & Tourism Awards
in the Madrid Region organised by CaixaBank.

 Excellence: Obtaining the EFQM +500 seal
awarded by the Management Excellence Club.

26

EBITDA

 Award for Best Social Tourism Company by
Madrid City Hall.

CERTIFICATIONS

24
QSOSTENIBLE
EVOLUTION HOTELS

SALES

 2020 Tourist Merit Plaque awarded by the
Government of Aragón, for ILUNION
Romareda.

CONTRIBUTION TO
THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY

2019

1 This indicator refers to
greenhouse gas emissions:
scope 1 and 2.

 Only 100% recycled and recyclable plastic water bottles are used in all
establishments, prioritising glass bottles.

INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES
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ILUNION SOCIOSANITARIO

Caring for elderly and dependent
people was a highly complex task
during
2020.
ILUNION
Sociosanitario, as a company
devoted to managing care homes
and
day
centres,
faced
unprecedented challenges and
extraordinarily difficult professional
and human circumstances. The
whole of ILUNION Sociosanitario
gave their all to tackling this
situation with the greatest
dedication, quality of service and
focus on people.

7

BUSINESS MILESTONES

CARE HOMES
11 day centres

48,433

+0.5%

USERS OF REMOTE
HOME ASSISTANCE

2,045,416
REMOTE ASSISTANCE CALLS

2019

 Adapting the company’s services to cope
with the pandemic: Public recognition and
huge social support for the excellent way the
pandemic was handled in all centres and
services, with special mention of the workers’
flexibility, professionalism and humanity.
 Commissioning of a second Remote
Assistance Service Centre in Torre Mízar.
 Renewal of the 4 contracts for Daycare
Services (SED) of the Regional Castile-La
Mancha Government and signing of a new
extension for the provision of residential
services in the Amaia Tabernero residential
centre in Maranchón (Guadalajara).

AWARDS
-62.1%

2019

 SENDA 2020 Prize for care home
directors, managers and workers awarded
by the Editorial Board of the SENDA Group.

USERS IN
CENTRES

CERTIFICATIONS

1,182

 ISO 9001 and UNE 158401: expansion of
the scope of these standards with the inclusion
of the Remote Home Assistance service of
Leganés in Madrid.
 Empresa Saludable (Healthy Company):
obtained certification for the central offices
of ILUNION Sociosanitario.

SALES

EBITDA

35,515 K€

4,223 K€

INVESTMENT

TOTAL WORKFORCE

1,043 K€

1,304

78%

14%

86%

32,399 K€

- 14%

- 9%
2019

3,631 K€

422 K€

1,022

- 58%

- 22%

22%

CONTRIBUTION TO
THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
PEOPLE
Acknowledgement: plaque placement in all
residences recognizing exemplary resident and
worker behaviour during the COVID-19 pandemic.
New remote care services: implementation of
the Evolution tool to favour the remote care
provided by the Remote Service teams.

USERS
Home delivery of basic necessities and
materials: service aimed at facilitating the selfreliance and emotional wellbeing of elderly
people and their families.
Initiatives against isolation in care homes:
programmes aimed at ensuring that residents
received support and empathy letters and
communications from the outside, such as the
‘Cabezas y Corazones’ (Heads and Hearts) of
the ILUNION Baena Residential Centre, ‘Una
carta para los abuelos’ (A letter for grandparents)
of the Calasparra Residential Centre and
‘Estamos unidos’ (We Are Together) of the
Sonseca Residential Centre.

COMMUNITY
Renewal of the agreement with the ONCE
Foundation and Fundación Pilares: an
agreement to continue promoting activities
and regulations that advance the inclusion of
people in a situation of dependency and
people with disabilities.
Donations and aid received: the ONCE
Foundation, ILUNION companies and others
such as ISDIN and OTIS as well as associations,
foundations and individuals that have
supported ILUNION Sociosanitario in dealing
with coronavirus.

PWD

ENVIRONMENT

2020

ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

ENERGY CONSUMPTION (kWh/user)

97%
USERS 95%

8,536.08 + 10.8%

COMPLAINT RATE

50.41

FAMILY

0.4
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2019

WATER CONSUMPTION (m3/user)

- 44.5%

+ 0.3%

WASTE AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY

2019

GHG EMISSIONS1 (Tn of CO2 eq/user)

1.92
44

 Consumption of 25,601 kWh drawn from photovoltaic and thermal solar
panels at the Prado de San Gregorio residence in Sonseca (Toledo).
 Switch to luminaires with LED technology in the centres of Villarrobledo,
Solana, Baena and Parla.

2019

1 This indicator refers to
greenhouse gas emissions:
scope 1 and 2.

 Implementation of a waste minimisation plan that has reduced waste
generation by 48% compared to 2019.
 It was established as a policy that all paper used should be recycled.
In 2020, 3,171 kg were consumed.
INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES
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ILUNION CONTACT CENTER BPO
BUSINESS MILESTONES

From its telephone support
platforms located in Madrid,
Barcelona,
Seville,
Cáceres,
Badajoz and Santander, in 2020
ILUNION Contact Center BPO
handled 8 million casualty and
emergency calls and 13 million
health consultations. The pandemic
placed the company at the center
of healthcare and its employees
were the stars of this unprecedented
effort. This record year has
highlighted the importance of their
work and commitment, and the
capability of an expert telephone
service company.

6

 Integral Control Panel: developing a tool
that integrates different control panels with
strategic business indicators, using a
technological solution that allows it to evolve
and adapt in the future.

PLATFORMS
9 SECs

AWARDS

29,728,202

-4.1%

MANAGED CONTACTS

8,240,995

+29.1%

EMERGENCY CALLS

2019

2019

OPERATIONAL POSITIONS

 ‘Garantía Madrid’: certification awarded by
the Autonomous Madrid Region accrediting
the establishment of measures against
COVID-19.

DIGITISED DOCUMENTS

-0.8%

2019

 ‘COVID-Free Spaces’: obtaining certification
awarded by Bureau Veritas.

BPO PROCESSING

234,413

SALES

INVESTMENT

55,854 K€

+44.4%

3,131

69.0%

24%

PEOPLE
Best Agent Awards: 4th edition of these
internal recognitions with two new categories,
‘ILUNION Leader’ and ‘Best COVID-19 Agent’.
Teleworking and disability: drafting, together
with Discatel and other entities, of a guide on
teleworking and disability.
Employee
surveys: implementing two
consultations, one focused on excellence and
another on the evaluation of teleworking.
Thanks to the former, projects such as ‘I like my
house’ and ‘Focus Coffee’ were launched.

CUSTOMERS
Ad-hoc services: creating specific COVID
information services such as the 012 Autonomous
Madrid Region, IFEMA and COVID Information
Valencia Region, among others. Over 8 million
casualty and emergency calls and over 13 million
COVID health, primary care and information
consultations were answered.

2019

JOB
CREATION

TOTAL WORKFORCE

195 K€

CERTIFICATIONS
 ISO 27001: ILUNION Emergencias S.A.
won this Information Security certification,
thus certifying all platforms.

1,800

128,518,118

 11th PLATINUM Awards: Contact Center
magazine awarded the company the prizes
for: ‘Best Strategy in Retail and E-commerce
for the Enterprise Service’ and ‘Best Strategy
in Logistics, Distribution and Transport for
the Correos Express service’.

CONTRIBUTION TO
THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY

1,366

ENVIRONMENT
ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

69,245 K€

409 K€

4,411

+ 24%

+110%

+ 41%

2019

31.0%
PWD

156

4.2 / 5
COMPLAINT RATE

0.0004

WASTE AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY
 ILUNION Emergencias replaced printers with other more efficient ones,
which led to a reduction of 60% in toner consumption. It also implemented
a system to control the purchase of paper, which led to a decrease of 13%
in the consumption of this resource.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION (kWh/person)

698.9 - 26%

2019

WATER CONSUMPTION (m3/person)

1.2

- 42%

2019

GHG EMISSIONS1 (Tn of CO2 eq/person)

0.1
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 For the first time, calculation of the carbon footprint of ILUNION Contact
Center BPO for the years 2019 and 2020.

PWD

2020

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION INDEX

55

76%

- 41%

2019

1 This indicator refers to
greenhouse gas emissions:
scope 1 and 2.

INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES
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ILUNION FACILITY SERVICES

ILUNION Facility Services provides
global outsourcing services and
bespoke solutions for companies in
all sectors. The diversity of activities
and their links to sectors heavily
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
such as transport, leisure and sport
were behind a year 2020 marked by
the loss of part of the activity.
However, this very diversification and
the ability of ILUNION Facility Services
to increase its value proposition
enabled the cleaning and surveillance
activities to quickly recover their
activity and results. In the case of
outsourcing, the reactivation is linked
to the removal of legal restrictions.

13 BRANCHES
56 SECs
9,078

106
PWDS

SECURITY GUARDS

344 TRAINING COURSES

4,535

STUDENTS

FIRE AND DRIVING

EBITDA

416,104 K€

3,039 K€

NUMBER OF WORKCENTRES
WHERE THE SERVICE IS PROVIDED

SURVEILLANCE AND SECURITY
CLEANING
INTEGRAL MAINTENANCE

INVESTMENT

1,345 K€

2,229
5,887
493
1,443

TOTAL WORKFORCE

21,553

75%
52%

0

394,712 K€
- 5%
2019

- 5,636 K€
- 285%

3,554 K€
+ 164%

4/5
COMPLAINT RATE

0.001
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 Operational Security Centre: Implementing
the Operational Security Centre (COS) to
provide a new generation of technologybased security services in pursuit of
operational excellence.

 Quality of service: recognition by the
Madrid Region of the quality of the cleaning
and outsourcing service implemented in its
residences by the teams of ILUNION
Facility Services.

 Project Pretoria: new Security Consultancy
service that unites the capabilities of Security
Systems, Corporate Risk Management, Video
Surveillance, Cybersecurity and Intelligence.

CERTIFICATIONS

- 9%

25%

48%
PWD

 ISO 27001 ILUNION Seguridad won this
certification for its information security
management system.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY
People with disabilities: recruiting guards
with disabilities was encouraged, making it
possible to close 2020 with 106 guards with
disabilities, 1.5% of the average workforce for
the year.
2nd Recognition of Best Practices in
Equality: ILUNION CEE Limpieza y Medio
Ambiente, S.A. won one of the four prizes
awarded at the Annual Session of the ILUNION
Corporate Commission on Diversity and
Equality for its training workshops on
“Managing Diverse Teams” aimed at raising
awareness about mental health and the dual
gender-disability stigma.
‘COVID Monitoring’ interview: 316 interviews
with employees who were in an ERTE situation
or on temporary leave due to the disease,
given that they were people at risk.
‘Ahora más que nunca’ (Now more than
ever): support for the most vulnerable workers

through financial aid in the form of vouchers
redeemable for food and/or basic hygiene
products. 28 employees received vouchers
totalling €4,660.
Social benefits programme. In 2020, 956
instances of aid amounting to €106,410 were
granted, with 548 people benefitting. The
measures cover therapeutic and healthcare aid
and support for training and sport as well as
aid for families.
Support units: 4,898 PWDs were attended by
the support units (multi-professional teams
within the personal and social adjustment
services of the Special Employment Centres)
for designing the adjustment measures.

COMMUNITY
Food donation: ILUNION Facility Services
Levante zone collected 13,800 kg of food that
was donated to the Valencia Food Bank, thanks
to the support of employees and the entities
Anitin, San Benedetto and J. García Carrión.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION (GWh)

14.47

ENVIRONMENT

WATER CONSUMPTION (m3)

30,194.14
GHG EMISSIONS2 (Tn of CO2 eq)

4.452,59
55

19,620

2020

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION INDEX1

AWARDS

PEOPLE

OUTSOURCING

SALES

BUSINESS MILESTONES

1 Data corresponding to
the study conducted in 2019.
2 This indicator refers to
greenhouse gas emissions:
scope 1, 2 and 3.

 Carbon Footprint Verification: carbon footprint calculation and verification
was performed for 2019 and 2020 based on the GHG Protocol benchmark.
Scope 3 covers indirect GHG emissions associated with travelling to and
from work and employee business travel.

INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES
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RECYCLING4ALL
BUSINESS MILESTONES

ILUNION
Reciclados
became
Recycling4all in 2020. A project
destined to become a benchmark in
the WEEE waste recycling sector as
a circular economy project with high
social impact through the social and
labour integration in the rural
environment of vulnerable groups
or those at risk of exclusion.
Recycling4all is part of ILUNION’s
commitment to sustainable projects
that add environmental protection
to economic and social returns.

2

 Recycling4all: the company Recycling4all
was incorporated, 75% owned by ILUNION
and 25% by Repsol Impacto Social. The new
company integrates the logistic assets and
treatment plants available to ILUNION. As a
result, Recycling4all is present throughout
the business value chain: collection,
transport, sorting, storage, processing,
reuse and recovery of WEEE waste.

WEEE PLANTs
2 SECs

15,688

+ 6%

Tn OF WEEE MANAGED

2019

60,257
Tn OF WEEE TRANSPORTED

90%

SALES

EBITDA

6,871 K€

1,231 K€

INVESTMENT

JOB
CREATION

757 K€

126

39%

40

69%

Job creation: the adquisition of the new
recycling plant in Campo Real (Madrid) has
ment 24 new jobs. Other 7 people have been
hired in the recycling plant in León and 9 more
in the logistic operators.
Internal satisfaction: the employee satisfaction
indicator in 2020 was 3.66 out of a maximum
score of 4

CERTIFICATIONS

ONCE Innova Emprendedores Challenge
Awards: collaboration in the presentation of
these awards by providing recycled material to
create the actual trophies and participating in
the introductory video.

 ‘Óptima Castilla y León’: distinction aimed at
recognising the promotion and management
of gender equality in the workplace.

TOTAL WORKFORCE

PEOPLE

 New processing line: construction of a
storage unit and installation of a new PAE/
GAE processing line with fragmenting
machine in La Bañeza (León).

 Excellence: obtaining the EFQM +500 seal
awarded by the Management Excellence Club.

RECOVERED
WASTE

CONTRIBUTION TO
THE INCLUSIVE ECONOMY

COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT
ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
 Study of engine consumption in terms of stops and starts and their life cycles.
 Replacing forklifts with more efficient and less polluting models

12,426 K€
+ 81%
2019

2,718 K€
+ 121%

1,464 K€
+ 93%

166
+ 32%

31%

61%
PWD

PWD

3.8 / 5

 Use of thermal solar panels for domestic hot water production.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

2020

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION INDEX

2

 Return of 14,200 tonnes of raw materials to the market, fulfilling the
recovery targets demanded in Royal Decree 110/2015 of 20 February on
waste electrical and electronic equipment

ENERGY CONSUMPTION1
(kWh/Tn of WEEE managed)

84.5
WATER CONSUMPTION2
(m3/ Tn of managed WEEE)

0.1
GHG EMISSIONS3
(Tn of CO2 eq/ Tn of WEEE managed)

0.02

55
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1 Scope: La Bañeza plant
2 Scope: La Bañeza plant
3 This indicator refers to
greenhouse gas emissions:
scope 1 and 2.

INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The 2020 ILUNION Shared Value Report aims to convey to the company’s stakeholders a brief but
complete, intelligible and reliable portrayal of its performance in the aspects of its strategy and
management relating to Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability. To this end, a selection
was made of the financial year’s key indicators and facts, accompanied by information allowing an
understanding of the Group’s governance and business model as well as the operational context in
which it was implemented.



CONTENT OVERVIEW

The scope of the information contained in this 2020
Shared Value Report refers to Grupo ILUNION, S.L.
and its subsidiaries.
For further information on all these aspects, we
recommend that you consult the consolidated nonfinancial statements of ONCE and the ONCE
Foundation, drawn up in compliance with Act
11/2018 of 28 December 2018 on Non-Financial



Information and Diversity, which include the
ILUNION non-financial and diversity information
statement. These statements were verified by an
independent audit firm.
ILUNON is the brand of the group of companies
that report to these organisations, which are their
shareholders. ONCE, the ONCE Foundation and
ILUNION constitute the ONCE Social Group.

MATERIALITY

ILUNION conducted a materiality analysis in 2019
aimed at setting the sustainability agenda for
the Group until the close of its 2018-2021 CSR
Master Plan.
To implement it we firstly configured a list of
sustainability-related issues relevant to ILUNION
through a research process and internal interviews.
These issues were assessed by 270 people
representing their different interest groups, who
completed a questionnaire for this purpose. Lastly,
ILUNION obtained a list of 11 key issues reflecting
the main demands and interests of its stakeholders.
The advent of the COVID-19 pandemic made it
necessary to carry out an updating exercise that
preserved its validity and usefulness. To this end,
contingency plans, monthly business activity
reports and the new Strategic Plan 2020-2023
were analysed according to their dual-scenario
recovery approach. Lastly, as a comparison exercise
for the conclusions drawn from the above analyses,
6 interviews were conducted with executives
representing key management and business areas
for the Group.

As a result of this exercise it was concluded that all
issues have remained relevant but the order of
priorities has changed. Throughout this 2020 Shared
Value Report, information was provided on all of them.

01
02
03
04
05
06

07
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Commitment to disability
Inclusion and Disability as differentiating
elements versus competitors
Respect for Human Rights
ILUNION as the promoter
of the inclusive economy
Universal accessibility
Transmission of values
and social commitment to workers
HIGH PRIORITY
Gender equality and diversity policies

08

Use and utilisation of water

09

Energy efficiency and emissions management

10

Waste prevention and reduction

11
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY

Combating corruption and bribery

PEOPLE
TRANSFORMATION
EXCELLENCE
SUSTAINABILITY

VALUE
REPORT

SHARED

